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Abstract
Multi-modal x-ray scanning allows the simultaneous acquisition of attenuation, refraction and
ultra-small angle scattering or dark field images. While many examples of multi-modal x-ray
scanning exist in the literature, extension to high x-ray energy, necessary to investigate dense
and high-Z materials, still poses challenges. We present the investigation of attenuation,
refraction and dark field images taken at 90, 120 and 150 kVp, using a scanning, large field of
view multi-modal imaging system. Increases in tube voltage reduce both contrast and signal to
noise but still produce satisfactory results suitable for quantitative analysis. On top of
benchmarking against phantoms made of known materials, we illustrate this by scanning a 9 V
PP3 battery; a highly absorbing sample which causes photon starvation at lower energies.

Keywords: x-ray, phase contrast, multi-modal, high energy

1. Introduction

Recent years have seen an increased interest in so-calledmulti-
modal x-ray imaging [1]; acquiring conventional attenuation
images at the same time as phase and ultra-small angle scatter-
ing, also referred to as dark field [2]. Following early demon-
strations using crystal-based systems at synchrotrons [3], this
latter signal has become available also in standard labs using
grating interferometry [4], edge-illumination (EI) [5] or meth-
ods using alternative beam modulators [6–8]. The interaction
is often explained by means of the complex refractive index,
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n(E) = 1− δ (E)+ iβ (E), where β describes the attenuation
and δ, the unit decrement of the real component, describes the
phase [9]. Interest in acquiring phase images continues to be
driven by the fact that δ is generally much greater than β, and
decreases with energy at a lower rate. These attributes mean
that phase images could still provide high contrast images
when reduced dose or increasedmaterial penetration is import-
ant. As such, the method has been developed for several fields
including, but not limited to, medical imaging [10], security
[11], industrial testing [12] and materials science [13]. In par-
ticular, dark field imaging has reached the in vivo stage in lung
imaging [10], and attempts are underway to implement grating
interferometers on a clinical CT gantry [14].

Ramping multi-modal methods up to higher x-ray energies
is essential to target higher Z, thicker and denser materials,
which includes some of the key applications mentioned above.
For example the study on in vivo lung imaging is conducted at
70 kVp as a ‘reasonable compromise between interferometer

1 © 2024 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd
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performance and x-ray transmission’ [15], while the CT gantry
implementation was developed at 80 kVp [14]; both these
important studies would benefit at least from the option of
extending scans to higher x-ray energies. While experiment-
ation exists on higher-energy multi-modal x-ray imaging at
synchrotrons [16, 17], translation to laboratory x-ray sources
still needs to be developed further. At the moment of writ-
ing, we are only aware of two lab-based studies utilising tube
voltages of 120 kVp [11, 18], both somewhat lacking in quant-
itative signal analysis/benchmarking. In this study we con-
sider the effect of tube voltages of 90, 120 and 150 kVp
on the multi-modal image contrast and signal to noise ratio
(SNR). We analyse the signal behaviour versus increasing
spectral energy and, at least for refraction, we benchmark the
experimental results against an established theoretical model.
We also demonstrate with a practical example how higher
energy x-rays are essential to image high Z materials, such as
batteries.

2. Materials and methods

This work uses EI to generate phase contrast, where gold
masks are placed before and after the sample to translate
changes of phase into changes in intensity. The method has
been in use for over 15 yr and applied to explosive detection
[11], materials inspection [13] and a range of other areas, some
of which are summarised in a recent review [19]. Figure 1
explains the EI principle where a sample scanned across the
masks causes deviations of the x-ray beamlets, resulting in an
increased or decreased signal arriving at the detector depend-
ing on the phase change. Prior to scanning, an illumination
curve (IC) is acquired without a sample present by moving
the position of the sample mask, an example is shown in
figure 1(b). The shape of the IC is described by a normalised
Gaussian, and subsequent deviations caused by sample scan-
ning can then be treated as a perturbation to this Gaussian,
with attenuation described by a reduction in integral, phase
by a shift of the centre and scattering by an increase in the
width of the Gaussian. In the description based on the com-
plex refractive index, the scattering can thus be described as
phase shifts at a sub-aperture resolution. To obtain all mod-
alities, images must be taken at a minimum of three pos-
itions on the IC. These are typically taken at peak of the
IC and at the half height positions on both sides (where the
phase shift is seen as ‘inverted’ from one side to the other). In
practice, further points are typically taken on the IC, includ-
ing in the tails of the curve to improve scattering sensitivity
[20]. In this study we made use of asymmetric pre-sample
masks [21], which simultaneously sample 5 points of the IC
without the need to adjust the mask position. This is achieved
by taking a regularly spaced sample mask and sequentially
adjusting neighbouring apertures by a small amount in groups
of 5.

As a result, each point of this 5-pattern asymmetric pre-
sample mask sees a different illumination level [22]. To gen-
erate images, detector columns corresponding to the samemis-
alignment from the symmetric case are grouped together and

compared against the IC. In previous work we found that
crosstalk between neighbouring apertures is best accounted for
by using a five Gaussian IC described by [22]:

fIC (x) =
5∑

i=1

a1i√
2πa3i

e−
1
2
(x−a2i)

2

a3i + a4 (1)

where x is the pre-sample mask lateral position, and i is the
pixel index. The fitting parameters a1i, a2i, and a3i are the amp-
litude, centre position and width of the ith Gaussian, respect-
ively, while a4 is the offset describing x-ray transmission
through the gold of the mask. On addition of a sample to the
field of view, it is then described by a perturbation to the IC
function of:

fsample (x) =
5∑

i=1

a1is1√
2π (a3i+ s3)

e−
1
2
(x−a2i−s2)

2

a3i+s3 + a4s4 (2)

where s1, s2, and s3 are the transmission, refraction and scat-
tering, respectively, while s4 takes into account the sample’s
offset modulation.

The x-ray source used in this system was a COMETMXR-
160HP/11, operated at 7.7, 5.8 and 4.6 mA for peak voltages
of 90, 120 and 150 kVp respectively. The source has broad
and fine focus modes of operation, with respective power and
nominal focal spots of 1.8 kW and 1 mm, and 0.8 kW and
0.4 mm. In this experiment the fine focus mode was used as it
gives rise to a higher flux density. A tuneable Huber slit was
placed in front of the source to collimate the beam to an effect-
ive focal spot of 70 µm. The source was uncollimated in the
vertical direction. Note this is done for geometrical reasons,
namely to prevent excessive beamlet overlap at the detector
mask, which could make their individual analysis (and there-
fore the retrieval) more difficult. We are therefore selecting a
roughly 400× 70 µm2 strip from the central part of an approx-
imately round 400 µm diameter source, which corresponds to
around 22% of the total source area, on the low-end side of the
0.2–0.4 open fraction range commonly used for G0 gratings
[23]. It should also be noted that we have recently shown equi-
valent results with a 100 µm slit opening, corresponding to
32% of the source area being used [22], and that sources with
an inherent 70–100 µm spot and much higher power are also
common [24–26]. However, we note that it is also true that
larger fractions would be unused if sources with a larger focal
spot were utilised initially. In terms of spatial coherence, this
remains negligible also after the introduction of the mask, as
it ranges from approximately 0.7 µm at the highest spectral
energy (150 kV) to 0.9 µm at the lowest (90 kV), approxim-
ately two orders of magnitude smaller than typical mask peri-
ods (see below). The setup can be seen in figure 1(c). A single
photon counting Xcounter (XC-FLITE FX2) CdTe CMOS
detector was employed, with 2048 × 128 square pixels meas-
uring 100 µm in length, placed 2.1 m from the x-ray source.
The detector is divided into 16 groups of 128 rows of pixels,
resulting in a slight variation in detector response between the
groups, adding to the striping seen in the example images of
figure 2. Pre-sample and detector masks weremanufactured by
Microworks by electroplating 300 µm of gold on a 1 mm thick
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Figure 1. Edge-illumination principle and experimental setup: (a) a top–down view of the experiment showing the asymmetric splitting of
the source into beamlets by the pre-sample mask and recording the counts at the detector. Inclusion of a sample causes a deviation of the
beamlets, and in combination with the detector masks results in changes in the magnitude of x-rays reaching the detector. (b) An example
illumination curve acquired by translation of the pre-sample mask, altering the counts incident on the detector. The crosses indicate common
positions to sample the illumination curve for our asymmetric-mask EI experiment, though any points can be acquired. (c) A photo of the
experimental setup as seen from the source (not visible).

Figure 2. Example images at 90, 120 and 150 kVp (left, centre and right respectively) for attenuation: (a), (d) and (g), refraction: (b), (e),
(h), and dark field: (c), (f) and (i). Colour scales were fixed for all three tube voltages to allow comparison. As shown on (a), attenuation and
scatter are reported for the three boxes containing talcum powder (T1-3), with thicknesses 12, 18 and 24 mm respectively, and the six card
thicknesses (C1-6), with thickness 10–60 mm respectively, while refraction is shown for the two PMMA bars (B1-2), with diameters 3 and
10 mm respectively.

graphite substrate. These were placed at 1.60 m and 2.06 m
from the source, respectively. The detector mask was 20 cm
tall and featured 128× 28 µmwide apertures (one per detector
pixel), with a regular period of 98 µm. The pre-sample mask
was 15 cm tall and featured 128 × 21 µm wide apertures
arranged in a 5-way asymmetric pattern. This was achieved by
sequentially altering a regularly spaced 75 µmmask in groups
of 5 by −20.8 µm, −10.4 µm, 0 µm, 10.4 µm and 20.8 µm
[22]. As a general note, the relatively large size of the mask
apertures allows reaching thicker gold layers without requir-
ing excessively high aspect ratios. The masks were mounted
on Newport linear translators for movement along and across
the optical axis and on a Kohzu manufactured cradle for rota-
tion around the optical axis. Scanning of the samples across the
field of view was achieved using an additional Newport trans-
lator, such that the largest possible field of view is 20× 50 cm.
The exposure time per frame was 1 s. During acquisitions, the
talc, paper and acrylic rods were scanned at 0.32, 0.40 and

0.40 mms−1 with corresponding times for the 21 cm length
scan of approximately 11, 9 and 9 min, for energies of 90,
120 and 150 kVp respectively. The battery was scanned over
4 cm and performed at 0.08 mms−1, giving scanning times of
approximately 8 min.

The samples studied, as labelled in figure 2(a), included
three boxes containing talcum powder (T1-3) with thick-
nesses of 12, 18 and 24 mm, six card step wedges (C1-6)
with thicknesses of 10–60 mm, and two poly(methyl methac-
rylate) (PMMA) bars (B1-2) with diameters of 3 and 10 mm.
Talcum powder and card were known to give strong scatter-
ing responses (the former had been shown to push the system
range) and so were used for attenuation and scattering values,
while the PMMA rods were used to measure the refraction
signal. Quantitative measurements were taken over as large an
area as possible with 113 256 (286 × 396) pixels considered
for each box, 21 361 (41 × 521) pixels for the paper, and 621
rows for the rods. The battery scanned was a standard PP3 9 V
6LP3146 alkaline battery.
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To compare refraction results against theoretical predic-
tions, two-dimensional simulations were conducted using a
wave-optics model, which calculates image profiles by numer-
ically solving the Fresnel/Kirchhoff diffraction integral. This
applies the effects of finite source size and detector resolu-
tion through convolutions [27]. To reproduce full multi-modal
images a three-dimensional Monte–Carlo based approach was
used based on an adaptation of McXtrace [28–30], which can
generate multiple scattering events from randomly distributed
particles smaller than the system’s spatial resolution.

3. Results and discussion

Example images extracted according to equation (2) are shown
in figure 2 for the three energies considered. The tube current
and scanning speeds were altered with each energy to give
a constant photon count, so that the statistics were compar-
able. The detector utilises a low-energy threshold of 25 keV,
thus photons whose energies are below this are not counted.
However, this threshold is known to fluctuate slightly between
both the rows and frames recorded, which, along with the var-
ied detector response from each group of 128-pixel rows, leads
to the horizontal striping seen in the images that is not removed
by flat fielding.

It is clear from figure 2 that the contrast in each channel
is different, the PMMA bars for example being absent from
the scattering images due to their homogeneous internal struc-
ture. A close-up of the refraction image of just the PMMAbars
is shown in figure 3. The positive and negative phase shifted
edges are particularly evident on the 10 mm rod.

Areas of the images were extracted to quantify the change
in both contrast and SNR, shown in figures 4 and 5 respect-
ively. The contrast for attenuation, refraction and scattering
are defined as:

CATN =
|x̄(obj)− x̄(air)|

x̄(air)
(3a)

CREF = Peak+ −Peak− (3b)

CSCA = obj (3c)

while SNRs for each channel are defined by:

SNRATN =
|x̄(obj)− x̄(air)|

σ (air)
(4a)

SNRREF =
Peak+ −Peak−

σair
(4b)

SNRSCA =
x̄obj − x̄air

σair
. (4c)

Considering figure 4, the contrast drops with increasing
energy in all three channels, as can already be seen in figures 2
and 3, but features remain detectable at all considered spectral
energies. The error bars in figure 4 show the standard devi-
ation over the areas of interest chosen. An additional note here
is that, while attenuation and refraction error bars quantify the

Figure 3. Zoomed in region of refraction image of the PMMA rods
at (a) 90 kVp, (b) 120 kVp and (c) 150 kVp. The strong edge effects
are noticeable on both rods though they decrease with peak energy.

variance of the measurement, it is believed those of scatter-
ing also include the inherent difference from features of the
material sub-structure i.e. of different textures, which is why
the paper and talc have different error bar magnitudes at sim-
ilar scattering values as in talc 12 mm and paper 60 mm.

The acceptable loss of sensitivity with increasing energy is
further supported by the SNRmeasurements shown in figure 5,
where the drop with greater x-ray energy is not sufficient to
plunge the considered detail below the visibility threshold.

To check the refraction values recorded in the experiment
against theoretical values, simulations were performed at all
energies using a previously tested wave optics model [27]. The
profiles across the 10 mm rod can be seen in figure 6. The
unretrieved profiles are shown in figures 6(a)–(c) and display
a good agreement from simulation to experiment at all three
energies. The expected edge spikes are not as significant in
the raw data due to the averaging of several rows to create the
profile. The retrieved refraction profiles, figures 6(d)–(f) also
show the experiment to be well predicted by the established
model, showing no loss in reliability in experimental data as
energy is increased, and that delta values matching the theor-
etical ones are retrieved.

Returning to figure 4, this also highlights some deviation
in the expected linearity of the scattering response vs. sample
thickness [31] for both the talcum powder and paper—this is
due to beam hardening [32]. To probe the break from linearity
further, we exploited the used detector’s mid-threshold, which
allows for dual energy scanning. The mid-threshold position
was chosen to give approximately equal numbers of photons
in the high and low energy bins. Figure 7 shows the attenuation
and scattering contrasts for the paper at total, low and high
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Figure 4. Retrieved quantitative contrast values for: (a) attenuation, (b) refraction and (c) dark field. Attenuation and scatter are reported for
the three boxes containing talcum powder and the six paper thicknesses, while refraction is shown for the two PMMA rods.

Figure 5. Retrieved SNR values for: (a) attenuation, (b) refraction and (c) dark field. Attenuation and scatter are reported for the three boxes
containing talcum powder and the six paper thicknesses, while refraction is shown for the two PMMA rods.

Figure 6. Raw and refraction profiles for the 10 mm acrylic rod at all three energies with (a)–(c) showing raw image profiles and (d)-(e)
showing retrieved image profiles.

energy. The expected beam hardening induced deviation from
linearity of the low energy scattering with increasing thickness
is observed; however, given the reduced attenuation from the
higher energy x-rays, the high energy bin is much less affected,
and so displays an excellent linear response, figure 7(f).

In both contrast and SNR measurements (figures 4 and 5),
a larger jump exists from 90 to 120 kVp than from 120 to

150 kVp. To explore this further, Monte–Carlo simulations
of the setup for the paper samples were conducted. It should
be noted that the simulations were designed to test the spec-
tral response and not replicate the quantitative dark field of
paper; making use of a simplified paper model using spheres
with an estimated refractive index the rather than the non-
uniform fibres we’d expect to find in a real paper sample. The
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Figure 7. Dual energy results for the paper attenuation with (a) total, (b) low, and (c) high energy, and dark field (d) total, (e) low, and (f)
high energy. Results corresponding to different peak energies are shown in different colours, namely green, red, and blue for 90, 120 and
150 kVp respectively.

Figure 8. Scattering results from Monte–Carlo simulation of all paper thicknesses at the three energies acquired for (a) total energy, (b) low
energy, and (c) high energy. (d) Predicted x-ray spectra including 1 cm paper and the detector CdTe response using tube voltages of 90, 120
and 150 kVp. In all figures different peak energies are shown in different colours, namely green, red, and blue for 90, 120 and 150 kVp
respectively.

results of simulations for total, low and high energy scatter-
ing are shown in figures 8(a)–(c) respectively. Although, as
already mentioned, reproducing the exact numerical values for
the scattering signal would require an exact knowledge of the
paper’s microstructure, we note that the general trend observed
in the experimental results of figures 7(d)–(f) is reproduced.
Namely, the non-linear response from beam hardening in the

total and low energy channels is exhibited alongside its recti-
fication in the high energy one, and the reduced jump in signal
from 120 to 150 kVp is also observed. This latter effect is
thought to be due to the change in spectra with increasing
tube voltage, which causes the effective δ of the samples to
decrease by smaller proportional amounts with each increase
in kVp. The predicted x-ray spectra (normalised to the same
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Figure 9. Retrieved dark-field images of a 9 V PP3 battery at (a), (c) 90 kVp and (b), (d) 150 kVp.

total area to better highlight the relative of each energy com-
ponent) are shown in figure 8(d), where it can be seen the
enhanced K edges of the Tungsten source at higher voltages
results in a different mix of energies incident on the sample.
This is further supported by the different relative proportional
changes seen in the low and high energy scattering chan-
nels in figures 7(e) and (f), when comparing 90–120 kVp and
120–150 kVp. Investigating this further would require higher
energy and/or filtered beam experiments and lies beyond the
scope of the present work.

Dark-field images of a 9 V PP3 battery retrieved from scans
taken at 90 and 150 kVp are shown in figure 9. As can be seen,
the insufficient beam penetration leads to multiple failures in
the Gaussian fitting procedure used to retrieve the dark-field
signal. This is due to insufficient statistics, particularly evident
(as bright dots) in the zoomed-in inset of panel (a).

Conversely, when the accelerating voltage is ramped up to
150 kVp the problem is solved, practically eliminating the
‘failing’ pixels and highlighting the more scattering parts of
the cathode in line with previous experiments conducted at
synchrotrons. We note that the attenuation of the densest parts
of the 9 V PP3 battery at 90 kVp is approximately 99.8%,
which makes it difficult to overcome photon starvation simply
by e.g. increasing the exposure time (please also note that the
mA’s had to be lowered when increasing the kV’s from 90 to
150). Alongside the fact that, even where possible, increasing
the exposure time may not be convenient, this provides a clear
example of the necessity of imaging certain samples at higher
x-ray energies.

4. Conclusions

Multi-modal scans were taken of a number of materials with
tube voltages of 90, 120 and 150 kVp. This increase in x-ray
energy has been shown to reduce contrast and SNR in all chan-
nels, but the results are still of high enough quality such that
scanning at these greater energies could be of significant bene-
fit for many areas of study where increased penetration, and
potentially reduced dose (see e.g. [33]), are important. As far
as the refraction signal is concerned, experiments were rep-
licated using wave optics simulations, the results of which
matched those observed in experiment. The larger jump seen
in contrast in all modalities from 90 to 120 kVp than from 120
to 150 kVp was also reproduced using Monte–Carlo simula-
tions. By exploiting the dual-energy capabilities of the used
detector, the expected linearity of the scatter signal vs. sample
thickness was observed at higher energies, confirming that
deviations at lower energies are due to beam hardening. When
applied to a high Z material, namely a 9 V alkaline battery, the
increasing tube voltage was shown to reduce artefacts caused
by photon starvation, resulting in improved retrieved images
and more reliable scans. This work shows that multi-modal x-
ray phase contrast is both of benefit and quantitative at higher
energies, opening up the field to higher Z materials.

Data availability statement

The data cannot be made publicly available upon publication
because they contain commercially sensitive information. The
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data that support the findings of this study are available upon
reasonable request from the authors.
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